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Details of Visit:

Author: jamie_jonsson
Location 2: Knightsbridge
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 24 Feb 2011 2pm
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: *** BEST of BRITISH - UK Sugar Babes ***
Website: http://www.uksugarbabes.com
Phone: 07712169933

The Premises:

Lovely flat near Harrods. Clean, Smart, Safe. Agency were really helpful.

The Lady:

Website is pretty accurate. Slightly shorter than advertised, slightly rounder but very attractive in a
MILF way which is exactly what I wanted. Go elsewhere for a babe, but if you want a mature (but
still young) girl, hard to beat. Fab lingerie, hold ups, pvc spray on dress.

The Story:

We sat in her lovely living room and discussed my requirements with a glass of wine ? as Debby
said, lots of men say they like everything and subsequently find out that they don?t. I explained that
I was simply looking for full-on sex, which she subsequently proved she could provide! I got the
impression that she could do the kinky stuff too ? but not my scene.

I took a shower in Debby?s perfectly acceptable bathroom and joined her in the large, smart
bedroom where she proceeded to monster me. Deep french kissing from the start, lots of licking
and nibbling, fantastic oral sex from every angle, proper deep throat in loads of positions and I
exploded CIM.

Debby freshened up and we chatted while I recovered and then on to round 2. More OWO, 69
(which I don?t normally go for but she was as fresh as you could wish), sex in cowgirl, doggie, mish.
Then she slid me in for some A without my having to ask (which made it all the more sexy).
Although she had me as hard as a rock (no mean feat for round 2 at my age) it was apparent that I
wasn?t going to make it so she deftly de-rubbered me and proceeded with more oral. Eventually I
blew again and after she had cleaned up we nattered away until I realised that I needed to get a
move on.

In all, fabulous. I have only rarely met somebody so easy to get along with and who seemed to be
able to 2nd guess my needs time and time again. And not only is she a seriously horny woman, she
is a really nice person with it. Highest possible recommendation and, while I rarely re-visit, in
Debby?s case I shall definitely be back.
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